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Bank of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 1799(dem.)
Works at the Capitol at Washington, 1803-17.
Cathedral in Baltimore, 1805-21.
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Hangin, Joseph, and McComb, John.
New York City Hall, 18C3-13.
St. John 1 a, Varick St., New York, 1803-07.
Mills, Robert. 1781-1855.
Washington Monument, Baltimore, 1815-29,
TEasI; Colonade of the treasury in Washington, 1836-39.
Washington Monument, Washington, 1836-77.
Strickland, William. 1781-1854.
Merchants Exchange, Philadelphia, 1833-34.
Tennessee Capitol, Nashville, 1850.
Town, Ithiel.
Former Connecticut Capitol, New Haven, 1829(dem.).
Coustom House (Sub-Treasury) , New York, with
A.J.Davis, 1834-41.
Rogers, Isaiah.
Merchants Exchange (Old Custom House), New York,
1835-41 (remodeled).
falter, Thomas U. 1804-88
Girard College, Philadelphia, 1833-47.
Wings and Dome of Capitol, Washington, 1851-65.
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Latrobe, Benjamin Henry. 1763-1820.
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.
Gothic Project for Baltimore Cathederal, 1305.
Goiefroi, Maximilian.
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Richardson, Henry H. 1838-86.
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.
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Attwood, Charles B. 1849-95.
Fine Arts Building, Chicago Exposition, 1893.
McKim, Charles F. 1847-1909.
Meade, William R. 1846-
White, Stanford. 1853-1906.
Casino at Newport , R. I
.
, 1881
Residence of Henry Villard, New York, 1885.
Boston Public Library, 1888-95.
Agricultural Building, Chicago Exposition, 1893.
Columbia University Library, New York, 1895.
Pennsylvania Station, New York, 1910.
Carrere, John M. 1858-1911.
Hastings, Thomas. 1860-
Ponce de Leon Hotel, St .Augustine, 1887.
New York Public Library, 1887-191C.
Gilbert, Cass. 1859-
Minnesota State Capitol, StPaul, 1898-1906.
Woolworth Building, New York, 1911-13.
Piatt, Charles. 1861-
Larz Anderson Garden, Brookline,
Leader Building, Cleveland, 1912.
Modern Gothic.
Cram, Ralph Adams, 1863-
Goodhue, Bertram G. 1869-
All Saints, Ashmont, Mass., 1892.
U.S. Military Academy, West Point, 19C3.
StThomas, ,New York, 1906.
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OUTLIKE OF THE STUDY.
purposes.
1. To discuss the periods in the development
of American architecture and acquaint the
reader with certain eminent architects
which this country has produced.
3. To demonstrate the identity of the American
architect.
3. To give an estimate of the tendencies in
American architecture, particularly those
of the present time with some reference
to future possibilities.
I. INTRODUCTION.
II. HISTORICAL SURVEY.
1. Period of Colonization.
3. The Colonial Period,
(a) . State of architectural development in
the seventeenth century and. the
status of the architect of this
period.
(b) . Eighteenth century developments.
Affluence of the colonies and its
effect on the architecture.
Advent of the individual in Amer-
ican architecture.
3. The Early National Period.
(a) . Thomas Jefferson, his aspirations and
conception of the first national
style of architecture, in the U.S.
(b) . The architects of the period of class-
icism.
(c). The Gothic Revival.
Cont
.

xviii
(d), The beginnings of ecclecticism and
the influence of Ruskin.
4. The Later National Period.
(a) . Retrograde movement during the period
of the Civil War and the Reconstr-
uction.
(b) . Richard Morris Hunt.
Henry Hobson Richardson.
Charles Follen McKim.
(c) . The Renaissance.
(d) . Louis Sullivan, and the Western
School of Architects.
(e) . Modern Gothic Phase.
III. SUMMARY
.
1, Tendencies in American Architecture.
3. The Identity of the American
Architect.
3. The National Style.

1A STUDY OF THE ARCHITECTS OF THE UNITED STATES
WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO CERTAIN CHARACTERISTIC
TENDENCIES IN AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE.
I. INTRODUCTION.
One of the most interesting phenomena, to be observed in
following the history of the social development of a nation,
is the fluctuation in degree of the cultural attainment of
the people as revealed by their architectural achievements.
To mankind, the art of building has always been one of the
most agreeable of his creative activities. In such structures
as preceding generations have left to us, is to be found a
crystallized history of their civilization from which we can
gain a clear conception of the salient characteristics of
their social organization. The significance of architecture
ia particularly intense as a result of the presence of a
strong human element in its conception. Although the material
phases of architecture are influenced by climatic consider-
ations, availability of materials and wealth; those of am aes-
thetio or traditional nature are determined by man alone. The
expressions of any art which are representative of an age or
a people must neoessarily be consummated by certain individuals
who are leaders in the craft. (1)
In view of the presence of this strong personal element
as a factor in the development of architectures considerable
Note(l). Beginning with the time of the Renaissance this
has been particularly true.

3interest attaches to the study of those men whose contrib-
utions have enriched our stock of architectural models.
Brief as the architectural history of this country must
necessarily be, it is none the less absorbing. The various
periods of development show the reactions which have followed
certain national crises. From our monuments, it is easy to
distinguish the nature of the tendencies of those able men,
who have sought at all times the proper channel for archit-
ectural thought in America.
To discuss the architects of this nation, whom we might
consider a3 being representative of the various phases of
development , without making some mention of the buildings by
which they establish their claim to a consideration would be
insufficient. It is, therefore, the intention to set forth in
this paper such buildings as are noteworthy landmarks in this
country. In view of the tendencies exhibited by the leading
architects of recent years, the work of the men who were active
during the early years of our life as an independent nation,
becomes quite important. The monuments which they left pre-
sent to us an object lesson in the soundness of the principles
upon which these pioneers prooeded.
We are more or less conscious of the important places, in
the history of civilization,which are occupied by certain
great architectural geniuses of European nationalities; and
well we might be. However, the splendor of these men and their
memorials should not be permitted to obscure from our vision

3the significant achievements of the architects who have
striven to develop in this country, an architecture of suff-
icient dignity and originality as to be worthy of the appel-
ation, American. One purpose of this study i3 to demonstrate
the identity of the American architect. An examination into
the aspirations and ideals of the various men, as evidenced by
the peculiar characteristics of their works, and a comparison
of these works with those contemporaneous in Europe will re-
veal the American artist in the light of a distinct individual,
setting his own standards of excellence and pursuing a logical
course of development.
Changes in political conditions, revolutions in thought,
national crises and the influences of powerful personalities
have always been agencies in the demarkation of the architect-
ural history of a nation into periods of style or ta3te. (1)
Note(l). Extract from a lecture by A. D.F.Hamlin on the
Rise of the Renaissance.
"The church was unable to quiet the spirit of questioning.
That attitude began to center upon the people themselves. This
led to more Teachings out for liberty of self. The teachings
of the church throughout the middle ages were to mortify and
deny the body and permit neither the body nor soul to gratify
their desires. The bolder minds began to question the right
of the church to curtail their liberties. In the aesthetic
feelings these Teachings out after individual liberty and
gratification led to an enthusiastic appreciation of classic
art and to the pursuit of beauty for its own sake.
The axt3 of the middle ages have been cultivated chiefly
in the service of the church, they were now pressed into the
services of private luxury and public secular life. Palaces
began to be built and gardens to be laid out for the princes
and rich men of the time. Painting and sculpture busied them-
selves irltt sibjects suggested by or taken from the antique
literature, mythology and arti'

4Such periods are distinctly evident in the course of American
history and the architectural point of view during the life
of the popularity of the several types is of special interest.
It is the intention, therefore, to discuss such periods as are
distinguishable in American architecture, with a view to show-
ing the influences that have helped shape the destiny of the
art in this country.
To the casual observer, the presence of the personal ele-
ment in the development of architecture is not particularly
evident. The identity of the person who designed a noted
building is, however
,
quite as interesting and important as is
the structure itself. In support of this doctrine, it is felt
to be well worth while to renew acquaintance with those char-
acters whose initiative and efforts in behalf of their ideals
have been so helpful in carrying towards a successful con-
clusion the development of a truly national style of archit-
ecture for America.
American civilization might be said to have not become
entirely stable as Jet. We have no fully developed nation-
ality. Our society is one of many phases and with few well
defined traditions, especially in the field of art. The ent-
ire history of our national career has been of a comparative-
ly short duration, although our future as .a factor in the
destiny of the world is assured. The favorable situation with
regard to natural resources has permitted a material advance-
ment,^ recent years, to a point somewhat in the lead of that

5attained along cultural lines. It is satisfying to recollect
this, that no great age of artistic achievement was ever ex-
perienced, except when accompanied or preceded by a period of
prosperity. An examination will show that in the field of
our architectural endeavors, certain strong artistic tenden-
cies are to be distinguished; showing clearly against a back-
ground of commercial activity and material expansion. Just
what these tendencies seem to be and the manner in which they
are making themselves apparent, is to be the final consider-
ation to be treated in this paper,
II. HISTORICAL SURVEY
.
1. Period of Colonization. (1)
A narrative which pretends to cover the history of the
development of any phase of American life must necessarily
contain some description of that first fringe of civilization,
which the European nations- planted along the sea-ccast of
this continent. These meagre outposts contained the seed from
which grew the nation that has expanded beyond the greatest
expectations of its founders. In view of the fact that we
have grown into a great English speaking nation, it is an in-
teresting circumstance to note that colonists of no less than
five nationalities were among those of the seventeenth century.
At least three countries of international importance, England,
Noted ) Such dates as are given in reference to histof-
ioal events are those commonly accepted in American history
and can be verified through various sources.

6France and Spain, established footholds here with the appar-
ent idea of permanent retention. It was not long, however
,
until British domination held sway throughout that particul-
ar patt of the continent which formed the nucleus of the
future federation. Curiously enough we have inherited the
national language and to a large extent our religions from
these English colonial ancestors without deriving from them
many of their mannerisms or the peculiar characteristics of
their social organization. Any deviation from the established
traditions of a mother country will naturally result, sooner
or later, in the generation of new thoughts in the matter of
the arts. This was precisely the order of things in America,
No sooner had we fought for and won our political independence
than we asserted our freedom from the domination of European
ideals in architecture.
To Spain belongs the distinction of making the first
settlement within the borders of what is now the United States.
St. Augustine was founded in 1565, and is as we know still ex-
tant. If not the most consequential town architecturally, it
is interesting from a historical standpoint; representing as
it does the first community of white men to be formed on this
side of the Atlantic. The political history of the Spaniard
in Florida would throw no light on the subject in which we
are interested. The influence of such architecture as he left
has been of little or no importance. Fort San Marco (Fort Mar-
ion)
,
completed in 1756 and the cathedral begun in the late

PLATE I
THE SPANISH GABILDO AT NEW ORLEANS
After a plate in the Ricker Library

8PLATE II
SANTA BARBARA, THE LAST OF THE MISSIONS TO BE COMPLETED
BY THE SPANIARDS
From illustration in "Franciscan Mission Architecture" \
P.. Newcomb.

9eighteenth century are interesting but not important.
In 1605, $wo years previous to the earliest English set-
tlement, the Spaniards had located at 8anta Fe in what is now
New Mexico. The warmer climates seemed to attract this nation-
ality whose settlements were of the nature of military out-
posts reinforced ecclesiastically, for the avowed purpose of
Christianizing the Indians. Whatever his motives were, they
were not of suoh a nature as to inspire a carefully planned
system of acquisition similar to that which England found to
be profitable. The architecture of the colony of Louisiana-
Plate I. -and the Franciscan missions in the southwest ($j pres-
ent relics of the days of the Spanish regime in that part of
the country. 1800 saw the end of the Spaniard in Louisiana.
The last mission to be completed was Santa Barbara-Plate II.-
1815-1830. Although the architecture of these districts has
not tended to infl\Aence any particular phase of that of this
country, we find these works worthy of careful study. The
Spanish Renaissance in this country has left some monuments
to which designers in search of the picturesque can turn for
an inspiration, the value of which might easily be underest-
imated.
In 1634, at A^any now the capitol city of New York
state, and in 1626, at New Amsterdam(New York City) there was
inaugurated a program of Dutch acquisition which was to be
Note(l). See "Franciscan Mission Architecture" Rexford
Newcomb. Plates and text. 1916.
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PLATE III
THE BEAUREGARD HOUSE AT NEW ORLEANS
TYPICAL OF THE FRENCH ARCHITECTURE OF THIS PLACE
After a plate in the Rioker Library.
Negative by Ralph D. Cleveland, Chicago.

11
out short by the conquest of the British in 1664. The evac-
uation of Dutch power did not take place, however , until a
strong element of local color had been injected into the dom-
estic architecture of the neighborhood. (1) The influence of
the architecture of these colonists is hardly to be reckoned
with as it has never left the realm of domestic architecture
of the most simple variety.
The traces of the colonists from France are not very
distinct except in the particular locality of New Orleans.
The principal interest of the French was in the fur trade.
The transient nature of the life led by the followers of this
enterprise resulted in a lack of interest, on the part of the
colonists, in the development of large permanent communities.
In this one spot, at the mouth of the Mississippi River, there
are still existing some splendid examples of their handiwork.
Plate III. They are not exactly specimens of French architect
ure,but rather of a local style developed with an inherent
knowledge of the fitness of things which was equal to that of
any other locality. We cannot determine with the exactness
of a calender year the end of French influences,but we do
know that in 1803 the territory of Louisiana became part of
the federation.
The colonies of England, in view of the importance of
British influences in this country, demand a more careful del-
ineation. To these our chief interest attaches, since around
Note(l). "The Last Dutch Farmhouses in New York City."
Architectural Record, July 1913,; Vol.33
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them revolves the history of this nation and from that
nation came the bulk of the new citizenry.
In the seventeenth century four principal points of set-
tlement were established by the British. The foundation of
Virginia was laid at Jamestown in 1607 , Massachusetts was
begun at Plymouth in 1620, Charleston, South Carolina wss found-
ed on its present site in 1380 and William Pena landed at
Philadelphia in 1682. In Massachusetts, the city of Eoston
which was founded in 1630 was destined to become the center
of cultivation, while Charleston and Philadelphia grew in im-
portance. Jamestown, due to a lack of physical qualifications,
was not destined to long remain the center of the interest in
Virginia.
The modest settlements of this century expanded to be-
come the cities of the next and from these humble beginnings
the colonists and the influence of the English radiated to
such an extent that by the middle of the eighteenth century
they occupied and dominated the entire Atlantic sea-board
with the exception of Florida. The prospect of religious
freedom, refuge from political persecution and the accessibility
of material advantages were oauses which led to this influx
of population. When these had been obtained, it was small
wonder that the attempt of the Eritish crown to legislate the
new order of things out of existence precipitated the confl-
agration which resulted in cur political independence. At
the close of the period of English domination, there was
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inaugurated a movement in favor of humanitarian ism and
democracy, which with its resulting traditions will be treat-
ed in the proper order.
3, The Colonial Period,
(a). State of architectural development in the
seventeenth century and the status of the architect during
this period.
The destiny of the colonies of England to become the
future republic wa3 corelative with that of the architecture
which they developed. It is consequently unessential to
discover the architectural aspect of those of any ether
nation, The first English colonies were located at points
which were widely seperatsd,and the variety of purposes for
which they were founded led to a multiformity in the matter
of characteristics and worldly wealth among the inhabitants.
The natural result of thi3 condition wa3 a diversity of ex-
pression in the architecture of the several settlements. A
tendency to imitate certain medieval types was the most mark-
ed characteristic which was common to all.
Thi3 was nothing mere nor less than the attempt to
transplant the architecture of the Eritish Isles as
they had just left it.(l). The Renaissance had not as
yet been inaugurated in the country they had come from
and these early builders had no precedent from which to draw
Note(l). See" Introductory" in "The Architecture of Col-
onial America". H.D.Eberlein. 1915.
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PLATE IV
SKETCH OF CHARACTERISTIC NORTHERN TYPE OF EARLY
ARCHITECTURE IN THE COLONIES
Frora Illustration in "Architecture of Colonial
Ajuerioa" by H.D.Ebarlein.
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Plata IV-a
SKETCH OF CHARACTERISTIC SOUTHERN TYPE OF EARLY AR-
CHITECTURE IN THE COLONIES
From illustration in "Architecture of Colonial Amer-
ica" by D.H.Eberlein.
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inspiration save those of a medieval nature. An abundance
of wood,tiie like of which had bean unknown in Europe for a
considerable time, gave the local color to the buildings of
the northern colonies. In the south there wa3 an early start
made towards the introduction of brick as a building mateial.
These colonies were from the beginning, better equipped fin-
ancially to undertake the manufacture of clay products than
were the others. The early houses in New England, in many
cases contained but one room on the first floor and was sim-
ilar in many respects to the English prototype. The fire
place was a commodious affair with the chimney usually con-
tained within the body 4f the house,probably for the purpose
of conserving heat. The exterior was in many cases character-
ized by an overhang at the second storey, having the soffit
ornamented with crudely carved pendants, Plate IV. These fea-
tures are distinctly reminiscent of medievalism. In many
instances their presence has been unknown until discovered
during the process of remodelling or restoration. The roof
treatment and the framing followed precisely the familiar
English treatments. The builders in the south preferred a
more elaborate plan and raised the ridge of the roof to ob-
tain a sharp pitch similar in character to the Gothic types.
The chimneys in these buildings projected beyond the wall in
most cases and wers frequently buttressed, Plate IVa,
The men who designed and constructed the buildings of
the seventeenth oentury were generally masons who relied upon
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their recollection of worka upon which they had been engaged
for methods of design and construction. (1) As for the arch-
itect, society on this side of the Atlantic was not suffic-
iently matured to warrant the operation of any of the profes-
sions,much la3s that of the designer. Even in England at this
time there were a great many amateur and so called carpenter
architects or builders who furnished their own designs. Dur-
ing thi3 century in America we find that the buildings were
designed by men of these two types with a preponderance of
the latter, A large number of the structures erected by these
men are still extant and in 3ome instances the author can be
identified with a fair degree of accuracy. (S)Nothing is to
be gained from a study of these designers as individuals. Al-
though they brought with them architectural traditions of the
highest order and rendered the familiar forms in the medium
of new material and under new conditions, it cannot be said
that they did more than lay the foundation, of American arch-
itectural traditions ,upon which later men were to work to-
wards the completion of the structure.
(b). Eighteenth Century Developments.
Affluence of the colonies and the effect on the Architecture.
The opening of the eighteenth century saw the colonies
arrived at a maturity, so to speak. There was not that intense
Note(l). "The Men Who Designed The Old Colonial Build^
ins-s." George Clarence Gardner. Georgian Period, Vol. 3-pp. 103-
105.
Note(3). See Chronological Table, Page xi.
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PLATE V
BOOKS USED BY THE EARLY AMERICAN ARCHITECTS.
Adams, R and S. "Works in Architecture. " 17T3-1833.
Benjamin, A and Reynard D. M The American Builder's
Companion. " or a New System of Architecture.
44 plates. Boston 18C6.
Benjamin, Asher. "The Rudiments of Architecture. " Boston.
First edition 1814.
Second edition 1830.
"Handbook of Architecture. " Boston 1834.
"Country Builder's Assistant." Greenfield 1796.
Campbell, C. "Yitruvius Brittanicus. " London 1715-1725.
"The Builder's Dictionary, w or "Gentlemen's
and Architect's Companion." 3 vol., 33 plates.
London 1734.
Gibbs, James. "Rules for drawing the Several Parts of
Architecture." London 1753.
Jones, I. "Designs consisting of Plans and Elevations for
Public and Private Buildings." Published by
W.Kent. London 1770.
Jones, I. and others. "Designs published by Ware, I.
London 1756.
Langley, B. "The City and Country Builder's and Workman's
Treasury of Designs," or the art of drawing and
working the ornamental parts of architecture.
300 plates. London 1756.
Langley, B. and T. "Builders Jewel." London 1763.
Langley, T. "Builders Jewel." No date.
Norman, J. "The Town and Country Builder's Assistant. "etc.
By a Lover of Architecture. 59 plates.
Boston 1786.
Pain, William. "The Practical Builder, or Workman's
General Assistant," with Plans and Elevations of
Gentlemen's and Farmhouses, Barns. etc.
The Fourth edition. 83 plates. Boston 1793.
Soane, Sir J. "Sketches in Architecture." containing
plans and elevations of cottages, villas and other
useful buildings. 53 plates. London 1793.
Swan, A. "The British Architect or Builder's Treasury of
Stair-cases, etc. 60 plates. London 1745.
Erom Georgian Period; vol . Ill ,P. 105. G.C.Gardn sr, compiler.
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ARCHITECTURAL BOOKS IN THE LIBRARY OF THOMAS JEFFERSON,
WITH DATES OF ACQUISITION.
Before 1775? "L' Architecture de Vitruve de Perrault" ,fol.
1769 "Palladio," by Leoni,with Inigo Jones' Ndtea, fcl.
1783 "Palladio," by Lecni, Italian, Frsnch and English,
2 vol. ,fol.
1778 Scamozzi, "Arch itecture, " by Leyburn, p 4to.
1769 Gibbs, "Rules for Drawing in Architecture," fol.
Langley, "Practical Geometry*" fol. ,
1778 Halfpenny's, "Practical Architecture," 13mo.
1778 "Builders' Dictionary," 3 vols.,8vo.
"Roma Illustrata," Donati
.
"Inigo Jones and Lord Burlington's Designs," by
Kent, g. fol.
1770-71 Gibbs, "Designs for Buildings," g.fol.
Morris, "Select Architecture," 4to.
1771 Chambers, "Chinese Designs," g.fol.
PLATE VI
Selected from a complete list compiled by Flake Kimball,
in "Thomas Jefferson, Architect" 1916.
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struggle for the maetery of the elements which had character-
ized the early period of colonization. The people had arrived
at that state of affluence which presages an interest in
cultural pursuits. The development of the natural resources
had created sufficient wealth to make possible luxuries, the
possession of which reacted favorably on the architectural
development. Inigo Jones and Sir Christopher Wren had by this
time established their influence in England and the resulting
popularity of the Georgian Mode was reflected in the current
buildings throughout the colonies. (1) A oiroumstance which
proved to be a large factor in shaping the tendencies of the
architecture of this period was the use of current liter-
ature and documents relating to the subject which were being
published rather extensively in Europe and even in America. (3)
In these publications were contained formulae to facilitate
the design of the orders and details as well as plans and ;
elevations of entire buildings. The contents of these books
were eagerly absorbed by the cultivated amateur and as well,
by the builder who was ambitious to assume the role of the
architect.
Note (1). "Examples of Georgian Work in Charleston, S. C.
"
J.Robie Kennedy Jr. ; Arch. Record, Apr . 1906, Vol. 19. "Examples of
Greek Revival Work in the Far South" , J. Rob ie Kennedy Jr.; Arch.
Record, Mar. 1907, Vol. 31. "Three Types of Georgian Architecture"
H. D.Eberlein; Arch. Beoord, Parti-Vol. 34, July 1913, Part II-Vol.
37, Feb. 1915. "The Georgian Period" Vols. I , II , IIIj A collection
of papers dealing with XVIII Cent. architecture in the U.S. Ames
Aroh.ABldg.Newa Co, Boston, 1899. "Drawings of Some Colonial and
Georgian Houses";D. Millar ,N.Y. 1916. "Georgian Architecture in
the District of Columbia"; H.F.Cunningham, J. A. Younger , J.W.Smith
New York, 1914.
Note(3). See list of Books used by the early architects,
pp. 18-19, Plates V-VI.
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Advent of the individual in American architecture.
A most significant feature of the situation,as develop-
ed at this time,was the appearance of the individual in the
field of architecture, whose funotion as a designer was rec-
ognized as distinct from tha$ of the builder* These men were
not as yet professional architects, but exceptionally able
amateurs. The works of such men as Thomas Jefferson and Dr.
John Kearsley will support this estimate of their ability.
Having arrived at the poin$ in our architectural history
where men have accomplished works so important that their
names are quite as conspicuous as their achievements, it is in-
cumbent upon us to make special mention of those of the small
group that we are still able to identify*
First in importance is Thomas Jefferson(l?43-1826) , (1)
whose achievements as an architect would alone have assured
him of a conspicuous place in the history of our social
life. However, inview of his career as a lawyer and statesman
we must look upon his artistio pursuits as a diversion. We
are apt to find it difficult to regard the designer of the
group of buildings at the University 6f Virginia as an amat-
eur architect, but that seems to be the proper classification
for Jefferson, in order to distinguish him from those later
Not e ( 1 ) . "Thomas Jefferson , Archi tec t . 1743-1836f Fi ske
Kimball, 1916. "Thomas Jefferson as an Architect and Designer
of Landscapes". William A.Lambeth and W.H. Manning, 1913.
"Thomas Jefferson and the First Monument of the Classical
Revival in America" . Fiske Kimball, 1915. "Thomas Jefferson
the Architect" , M. Stapiey , Architectural • Record, Feb. 1911 . Vol . 39
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PLATE VII
MONT ICELLO
THE HOME OF THOMAS JEFFERSON. NEAR CHARLOTTESVILLE » VA.
A*TER AN ORIGINAL DRAWING
From the reproduction in "Thomas Jef ferson, Architect"
,
Ey Fiske Kimball.I_ _=__=_ -—.
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PLATE VIII
INDEPENDENCE HALL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
After a plate in the Ricker Library.
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PLATE IX.
FANEUIL HALL'i BOSTON, AS ORIGINALLY DESIGNED
From an illustration in "Boston" by M. A. De-
Wolfe Howe. 1903.
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men who made the study of architecture their life's work. It
was during the early years of our life as an independent
nation that this conspicuous figure in history gave to Amer-
ican architecture the most enduring impress, although he was
active in these matters previous to the Revolution. His own
residence, Monticello,-Plate VII - near Charlottesville,Vir-
ginia was commenced in 1771. Of his later works mention will
be made in the proper chronological order*
Independence Hall (The State House) at Philadelphia m
Plate VIII- was the work of Andrew Hamilton (1676-1741) • Al-
though he was more generally recognized as a builder than as
an architect, Hamilton achieved no mean success in the design
of the building by which he is best known. The exterior of
this structure has a certain amount of domestic feeling Which
is compensated for by the large scale of the fenestration and
the presence of the tower. In the interior a monumental dig-
nity was approached which is quite satisfying. The conspicuous
position in our history whioh is held by this building
serves to increase the interest in the name of the designer.
The man responsible for another building associated with
events in our early history, Fan euil Hall at Boston-Plate IX-
was John Smibert. Smibert was a painter by profession. The
original design for this building, whioh has been considerably
altered, was an early venture into the field of classicism. Dr.
John Kearsley,whom we have already mentioned, was another
amateur architect who enjoyed during his lifetime a reputat-
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PLATE X
CHRIST CHURCH, PHILADELPHIA
After a plate ir. the Ricker Library,
published by the Inland Architect Press.

3?
PLATE XI
REDWOOD LIBRARY, NEWPORT > RHODE ISLAND
From illustration in n A History of Afoh-
itecture" "by Kimball and Edgell.
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ion for skillfulness as a designer. His most conspicuous
work was Christ Church at Philadelphia-Plate X-(l), which is
in a fine state of preservation.
There was one notable exception to the general type of
the designers of the architecture of this period. Peter Harr-
ison (1716-1 77 5) of Newport , Rhode Island appears upon the scene
as the first professional architect to practice in America. (3)
Just what his training consisted of we cannot be certain.
Some of his works such as the Redwood Library at Newport-Plate
XI-, represent the more advanced academic spirit which was to
be found in some buildings erected just previous to the Rev-
olution.
With the exception of Jefferson these men exercised no
extraordinary influence on subsequent designers. They succeed-
ed no doubt in accomplishing results which we find it diffi-
cult to surpass, but it can hardly be said that they established
any practices which have become traditional. Nor did they at
any time succeed in directing architectural thought into
new channels which were destined to change the aspect of our
national development.
Note(l) . "Early American Churches." Part VIII.Aymar
Embury II, Architectural Record, June 1913. "Georgian Period,"
Vol. I-pp. 17-18, Vol.11- Plates 43-43.
Note(3). "History of Architecture," Kimball and Edgell,
P.53S. "A Pioneer American Architect, -Peter Harrison,"
Architectural Record, , June 1918, Vol. 43.
L_ — ^ - £
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3. The Early National Period,
(a). Thomas Jefferson, his aspirations and conception of
the first national style of architecture in the United
States,
The Declaration of Independence, historically speaking
ended the colonial period in these possessions of Great
Britain. During the years just prevrious to the Revolution
the leaders in thought had been advancing the cause of pol-
itical independence. The overthrowing of the instituted
forms of government, followed by experimentation along lines
which involved the introduction of principles that were novel
produced a reaction in architectural thought whose influences
we still feel in an indirect way. Building of any consequence
was at a stand-still during the period of hostilities. This
resulted naturally from the drain on the slender resources
of the colonists and the distraction which such a crisis
produces.
The close of the war and the formal recognition of the
republic marked the beginning of a period of fine discrimina-
tion in the matter of architecture of public and private
nature which continued for a number of years. The change in
the modes of building came about rapidly although some of
the builders continued to be influenced by the old order of
things for some time. Those men whom we recognize as leaders,
however,were too deeply affected by the principles upon
which the new nation was founded to tarry long in the paths
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From an engraving on title page of
"Thomas Jefferson .Architect" .F.Kimball.
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that had been customary. The entire fabric of sooial and
governmental life was to be reincarnated. The institutions
of a nation founded on the principles of liberty and human-
itarianism were not liable to be similar to those of mon-
arch ial Europe. Such a circumstance demanded new solutions
for the buildings whioh were to house activities in the repub-
lic. Such a radical change in the national spirit afforded
the first opportunity we have seen for the beginning of the
evolution of what might eventually become our national style
of architecture. The situation of a new nation with fresh
ideals and the practical necessity for structures to contain
the machinery of our government was conducive of results.
To Thomas Jefferson-PlateXILr belongs the greater por-
tion of the credit for analyzing the situation. It was his
feeling that the spirit of republicanism oould not be ex-
expressed properly in the architectural forms which were so
olosely associated with the country from which we had just
broken away,although h9 realized the necessity of producing
buildings of sufficient dignity as to ocmmand the respect of
European critics. For inspiration he turned to what he rec-
ognized as being unimpeachable authority; the architecture of
ancient Rome, influenced perhaps by a reminiscence of republic-
an government. Here seemed to lie the opportunity to become
familiar with the ideal expressions of first principles and
to move at the same time towards the establishment of indep-
endent traditions. The revival in interest in classical
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PLATE XIII
PHOTOGRAPH FROM THE ORIGINAL MODEL FOR THE CAPITOL
BUILDING AT RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
THOMAS JEFFERSON ARCHITECT.
From illustration in "Thomas Jefferson and the First
Monument of the classical Revival in America? F. Kimball
.
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PLATE XIV
MAISON CARREE AT NIMES, FRANCE
After a plate in the Ricker Library.
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architecture in America, whioh resulted from the efforts of
Jefferson in that direction,antedates any similar movement
in Europe by some years, (l) It is therefore easily established
that we began to develop independently a national style of
architecture in quite the same fashion as the Italian Ren-
aissance was begun at Florence. That the classic revival
spread from America to Europe cannot be established but;we
can be certain that the movement as consummated in this coun-
try had its origin within our o^n borders.
The first opportunity which Jefferson had to give an
expression of his sentiments, in regard to the situation as
he saw it, was in the new oapitol building for Virginia erected
»
at Richmond in 1765-Plate XIII- . The Msison Carree at Nimes -
Plate XIV * France, a well preserved monument of Roman times
furnished the model. The Ionic order was substituted for the
Corinthian of the original and the neoessary alterations in
plan were made, but the general impression of the composition
and proportions was retained. The completion of this marked
the beginning of our first national style of architecture, (3)
and the significance of this achievement should not be lost
sight of, while making a survey of the whole situation.
There was a distinct departure from colonial ideas
followed this radical move by Jefferwon. A number of talented
Note(l). Kimball and Edgell, "History of Arch itecture np. 543
This history places the Birmingham Town Hall (1831) as the
first appearance in Europe of anything analogous to Jeffersons
capitol building for Virginia at Richmond (1785).
Note(3)
"Thomas Jefferson and the First Monument of the
Classic Revival in America," F.Kimball. 1915.
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men ware aoon conspicuous in the field of architecture, lend-
ing their efforts towards the development of a dignified and
monumental 3tyle along strictly academic lines. The success
of the classical movement was not firmly established until
after 1815. It remained for Jefferson, the father of the move-
ment to mark its triumph with the design for the University
of Virginia group. (l) The scheme was one of long collonades
connecting classical pavilions of varied designs and leading
up to a central rotunda which was "based on the motive of
the Roman Pantheon.
(b). The architects of the period of classicism.
Conspicuous among the architects of this early period
of classicism were several who had reached their maturity
previous to their arrival in America. In such a nation as
thia one, a genius may be considered in the light of a native
when he chooses to spend the productive part of his life am-
ong us. We perhaps owe, to a certain extent, some of the academ-
ic tendencies of our native architecta of that time to those
men who enjoyed in their early years an association with
the highly trained men of France and England. The names of
Pierre L'Snfant (3) , Joseph Mangin(3) ,and Stephen Hallet(4) of
French nativity and James Hoban(5) of Dublin, Ireland are
Note(l) . "The Architecture of American Colleges". M.
Schuyler, Architectural Record; J#ly, 1911 .Vol. 30.
Note(3). Pierre Charles L'Snfant (1754-1825) was
a French military engineer whom the Federal Government had
engaged to formulate plans for the city of Washington. The
city at present does not conform to his original scheme
continued on page 3?
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PLATE XV
OLD CITY HALL, MEW YORK
From a plate in the Ricker Library.
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closely associated with the early attempts at carefully form-
ulated monumental architecture in the United States. We have
little remaining evidences of the handiwork of these men,ex-
oept for two pieoes Mangin and such traces of Hoban as fire
and alteration have not erradioated from the White House.
Continued from page 35 - Footnote.
although in recent years an effort has been made to revive
some of his ideas and the work I^Enfant^did has not been al-
together without results. He remodelled Federal Hall in New
York(1789) and designed the Robert Morris house in Philadelp-
hia(l793-1795) ,but the subsequent demolition of both of these
has left U3 without much of a record as to the skillfulness
of this interesting figure.
Note(3). Joseph Mangin has left us two beautiful spec-
imens of his work i.e. the old City Hall in New York-Plate
XV- and St. John's Chapel in the same city. In the flity Hall
we have the earliest example of an academic facade with angle
pavilions and a wall treatment of superposed orders, arohi-
voltsand rustications. Mangin was associated with John McComb
in this work,but the evidences of a strong academic influ-
ence in both the plan and elevation indicate the extent of
the responsibility of the latter,
Note(4). Our chief interest in Stephen Hallet lies in
his connection with the work on the national Gapitol at
Washington. He was the first professional architeot of French
training to work in this country. The extent of Hallet *s
training is best indicated by the fact that he was admitted
in 1785 to the class oft "Architeotes Expertes" ,whioh was
second only to the Academicians in France. The reason for
his presence in America is suggested in the "Memoire" of
Quesnay Beaurepaire,who in 1786-1788 was founding an
"Aoademie des Sciences et Beaux Arts" at Richmond. Under the
list of "Patrons a la Nouvslle York" the name of Hallet
appears. (See Journal of the American Institute of Atohiteots
1913 - page 393).
Note(5). James Hoban (1763-1831) was commissioned by the
Federal Government to design the residence for the President.
The building as he left it was not long to remain unaltered.
As a result of the fire in 1813, ignited by the British soldiers
and subsequent alterations made for various reasons there is
little trace of the original work to be found. The one other
oonspiouous work by this man was the Capitol building at
Columbia, South Carolina. In the earthquake of 1839 this mon-
ument passed into history. The design wa3 based on the same
scheme of composition as is to be found in the Massachusetts
State Housae. -Plate XXII.
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PLATE XVI
PLAN FOR CAPITOL BY THORNTON
From illustration in "Documentary History of the U.S.
Capitol Building and Grounds" By Glenn Brown.
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From illustration in "Documentary History of the U.S.
Capitol Building and Grounds? by Glenn Brown.
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WASHINGTON, IN THE TERRITORY OF COLUMBIA
A PREMIUM
Of a Lot in this City, to be designated by im-
partial judges, and Five Hundred Dollars; or a
Medal, of that value, at the option of the party;
will be given by the Commissioners of the Federal
Buildings, to the person who, before the fifteenth
day of July, 1793, shall produce to them the most
approved Plan, if adopted by them, for a Capitol,
to be erected in this City; and Two Hundred and
Fifty Dollars, or a Medal, for the Plan deemed
next in merit to the one they shall adopt. The
building to be of brick, and to contain the foll-
owing compartments, to wit:
A Conference Room sufficient to acoomo
A Room for the date 300 persons
Representatives eaoh
A Lobby or Antechamber to the latter
A Senate Room of 1,300 square feet area
An Ante-chamber or Lobby to the last
13 Rooms of 600 square feat eaoh, for Commit se
Rooms and Clerks Offices, to be half the
elevation of the former.
Drawings will be expected of the ground plats,
elevations of each front, and sections through the
building of such directions as may be necessary to
explain the internal structure; and an estimate of
the cubic feat of the brick-work composing the
whole mass of the walls.
March 14, 1793, The Commissioners.
These
rooms to
be of full
elevation
Plate XVIII
PROGRAM OF THE COMPETITION FOR THE CAPITOL AT WASHINGTON.
From "Oocuraentary History of the U.S.Capitol Building and
Grounds" , Glenn Brown. Vol.1, page 5.
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One of the most important events in the architectural
histoy of the United States was the competition held in
1793-93 to secure designs for the Capitol at Washington, the
results obtained showed distinctly the academic tendencies
of the period and the determination to achieve a monumental
result in governmental architecture, (1) The first prize was
awarded to Dr. William Thornton for a scheme which was some-
what affected by the great Palladian layouts of England. -Plate
XVI-XVII-. Stephen Hallet was given the second prize in the
competitionand was placed in charge of the work of erecting
the structure. Hallet* s scheme was of a more advanced academ-
ic nature, but in- the preparation of his designs he had dis-
regarded the program of conditions which had been formulated
-Plate XVIII- to a great extent. It was that of a central
rotunda with a dome over, flanked on either side by accomod-
ations for the legislative bodies. Hallet aided by Jefferson
continued to study the plan and exterior of the building
after the appointment of the former, with the result that upon
the commencement of building operations there was much deviat-
ion from the original ideas presented by Thornton. The
central features of the building as conceived by Hallet were
retained in the future developments.
Note(l). 58th Congress, 2nd session, House of Represent-
atives, Report No. 646. "Documentary History of the United States
Capitol Building and Grounds". "Stephen Hallet and His UDesign
for the National Capitol, 1791-94". VJells Bennett, Journal of
the American Institute of Architects, 1916. pp. 290, 324,377, 411
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As a result of a series of unfavorable circuraatances
Hallet was replaced, as architect in charge, by Thornton who
remained in this capacity from 1793 until 1803. This period
saw the central portion completed up to the dome. It showed
a scheme based on the peristyle temple, the Pantheon in Paris
and the motive of the Pantheon in Rome. Throughout this period
the influence of Jefferson affected to a considerable extent
the nature of the design. The dignity of the architecture in
this state was highly effective in setting the standard
which was to be followed in public buildings throughout the
nation.
The determining influences of this period are to be
found in the works of the native talent rather than in those
of this group of foreign artiste, so to speak. From among the
large number of men who worked during the early years of the
nine tesnth oentury,only those who were responsible for im-
portant public buildings will be selected for mention. The nat-
ion looked to the architecture of the governmental edifices
for inspiration and happily for the outlook of the art, the
professional standards of excellence were peculiarly high, be-
sides this, the tastes of the people were unaffected by the de-
grading influences that later carae to bear on them. The beau-
tiful specimens of the handiwork of these designers, which
are fortunately rather numerous in certain parts of the cou-
ntry, denote a style of architecture influenced strongly by
the works of antiquity and developed along the most strict
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PLATE XIX
DR. WILLIAM THORNTON
Frore Plate 189, "Documentary History of the U.S. Capitol
Building and Grounds" , Glenn Brown.
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PLATE XX
CHARLES BULFINCH
From Plate 133, "Documentary History of the U.S.Oapitol
Building and Grounds" , Glenn Brown.
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PLATE XXI
BENJAMIN HENRY LATROBE
From Plate 131, "Documentary History of the U.S. Capitol
Building and Grounds", Glenn Brown.
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academic lines. The remarkable development of style in these
buildings serves as a testimonial to the high degree of cult-
ural attainment, which was characteristic of the times.
During the Classical Revival, the names of William Thor-
nton (1761-1838), (l)-Plate XTX- Charles Bulfinch (1763-1844),
(3)-Plate XX- and Benjamin Henry Latrobe (1766-1836) , (3)-Plate
XXI- stand out more brilliantly than any others except that
of Jefferson. By virtue of the importance of the buildings
from their hands as well as the exceptional architectural
merit of their conceptions are their positionas as leaders
secured.-Plates XVI, XVI I, XXI I, XXIV, XXVI I I- The last named
was responsible for the introduction of the use of Greek forms
into the classic architecture of this country. (4) Latrobe had
the professional training of England and Germany, both of
which countries had experienced a Greek revival. In 1799 he
employed in the design for the Bank of Pennsylvania at Phila-
delphia^ Greek Ionic order intwo hexastyle porticoes which
gave access to the banking room. During the years (1803-17)
in which latrobe was employed on the work at the national
Capitol, his time was devoted principally to the design of
the interior. In the original Hall of the Reprssentatives (now
Note(l). Journal of the A.I.A.-1916. Page 393.
Note (3). "The life and Letters of Charles Bulfinch" by
E. 3. Bulfinch, 1896. The Massachusetts State House at Boston is
one of the best known works of Bulfinch-Plata XXII.
Note (3). "Journal of Latrobe" . 1908.
Note(4)."A History of Architecture" , Kimball and Edgell.
Page 545.
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_
^
PLATE XXII
MASSACHUSETTS STATE HOUSE AT BOSTON
From a plate in the Ricker Library.
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PLATS XXIII
CAPITAL FROM THE CHORAIGIC MONUMENT OF LYSICRATE3
From d'Espou}', Fragments Antique.
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PLATE XXIV
CATHEDRAL AT BALTIMORE, Md.
From a plate in the Picker Library.
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Statuary Hall) he used a Corinthian order with Greek oapitols
inspired by those of the Choraigic Monument of Lysiorates,*
In 1805 Latrobe made designs for the Cathedral at Balt-
imore. (l)-Plate XXIV* This building was a novelty with regard
to both style and ritualistic arrangement,being as it was the
first cathedral to be erected in this country and in a style
which wa3 a departure. The plan was originally intended to
be in the form of a Greek cross but was altered to that of the
Latin type at the suggestion of the authorities of the church.
The main facade is ornamented with a handsome Ionic portico
and the structure throughout shows a feeling of simplicity
and restraint which might be looked for in the works of a
Greek enthusiast. The minaret3 surmounting the belfries were
added at some later period and serve only to mar the design
The scheme for the Second Bank of the United States was
based on the octastyle Doric form of the Parthenon. Require-
ments of space in plan necessitated the supression of the
side colonades,bu$ even with this change the building was a
closer approach to the antique original than any that had
been erected in contemporary Europe. Under these influences
the preference for Roman forms gave way to one for those of
Greece until eventually Hellenic influence praotically domin-
ated American architecture. This continued until the middle
of the ninetaenth century.
Nots(l) . "Latrobes Designs for the Baltimore Cathedral",
Part 1, Deo. 191? -Part 2, Jan. 1918, Architectural Record. Vols.
43-43, *Plat a XXXIII
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PLATE XXV
WASHINGTON MONUMENT AT BALTIMORE, Md.
?rorc "Robert Mill 9" , Architectural Record
Dec. 1916, Vol. 40.
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PLATE XXVI
GIRARD COLLEGE, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
From a plate in the Rioker Library.

PLATE XXVII
MARITIME EXCHANGE, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
From a plate in the picker Library,
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PLATE XXVIII
CAPITOL AT WASHINGTON, D.C.
From a plate in the Rioker Library.
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Robert Mil 13(1781-18 55) , (1) a pupil of Latrobe 1 s,has
left to us the Washington monument in the oapitol city and
a memorial to the same man in the form of an elaborated
Greek Dorio column at Baltimore, Maryland.-Plats XXV- Thomas
U.Walter (1804-88) was the author of one of the latest and
riohest examples of the temple type of classic structure in
the form of the main building for Girard College (1833-47)-
Plate XXVI- at Philadelphia, Pa. In the work of bringing the
Oapitol building to its present state *Plata XXVIII- by the
completion of the wings and dome, Walter was compelled to
recall the Roman character of the existing building and this
served to give to the buildings towards the close of the class-
ical revival less of a Hellenic stamp. (3)
William Striokland (3) who designed the unique Maritime
Exchange at Philadelphia-Plate XXVII- in 1832, Samuel Blodget,
Ithiel Town and Isaiah Rogers are worthy of mention in conn-
ection with this period of classic interest. Their function
was, however, to assist in carrying forward the movement sub-
sequent to its initiation by the greater geniuses already
noted.
(c). The Gothic Revival.
American architecture has never been without its romantic
Note(l) ."Robert Mills". Architectural Record. Dec. 1918. V, 4a
Note(3) .-"Documentary History of the United States Cap-
itol Building and Grounds" , Glenn Brown. I960.
Note(3)."A Pioneer American Architect , William Strickland"
E.L.Gilliams, Architectural Record,Feb 19C8.Vol33.
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*
*
PLATS XXIX
LATROBE'S GOTHIC SCHEME FOR THE BALTIMORE CATHEDRAL
After illustration "Latrobe'a Design a for the Baltimore
Cathedral "Fiske Kimball; Part 1 , Arch. Record, Dec. 1917
.
Vol. 43.
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phase. The preference of the English for Gothic forms in
their rural ecclesiastical architecture, during the eighteenth
century, exercised an influence on some of our early designers.
Jefferson himself had suggested the use of the style as early
as 1771 ,but had never employed the forms in any building.
Benjamin Latrobe whom we have already mentioned as a classic-
ist, was the first architect to make a departure in this mode.
The vehicle was a country house (Sedgeley)* near Philadelphia
built about 18C0. In 18C5 when submitting designs for the
Cathedral at Baltimore, he offered a Gothic scheme. (l)-Plate
XXIX- Although this was intended merely as an alternate
it was the first comprehensive attempt to design a church of
this style in the United States. A lack cf understanding of
the structural principles involved was the prinoiple factor
which retarded the growth of the popularity of the style at
that time. Besides the influence of the classicists was too
powerful tc be easily overcome and medieval types were not
destined to enjoy much favor.
Interest in Gothic arts has always been spasmodic in
America; depending for its periodic revivals upon the advent
of some individual, possessing the proper artistic qualifioat-
ipns and mental attitude to present the style to us in the
proper fashion. It can never be otherwise, since we must rec-
ognize this manner as the expression cf a philosophy which
Jtote{l) , "Latrobe 's Designs for the Baltimore Cathedral"
Part 1, Dec. 1917- Part 3 , Jan. 1818 , Architectural Record, Vols.
4S-43. *Demolished
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PLATE XXX
INTERIOR OF TRINITY CHURCH, NEW YORK CITY
From a plate in the Ricker Library.
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PLATE XXXI
GRACE CHURCH, NEW YORK CITY
From a plate in the Ricker Library,
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reached the zenith amidst the intense Religious spirit which
pervaded Europe during the eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth
centuries. We have no phase in modern civilization, which can
furnish the impulse necessary to carry on the unfinished
work of the geniuses, who left the magnificent Gothic piles
of France, England and Germany. It is, therefore, no thing more
than sentimental reminiscences that stir the interest in the
modern interpretations of this style.
A decided revival of interest in Gothic (l) was instituted
with the erection of Trinity Church in New York City (1839-
1848)-Plate XXX- . The structure was designed along the lines
of the English models by Richard Upjohn (1803-1878) and fur-
nished a type which remained a favorite for a long time.
Upjohn proved himself to he a master in the employment of
his favorite style as well as an artist of rare accomplishment.
In the period of popularity of Gothic which arose at this
time, the names of James Renwiok,the designer of Grace Churoh
in New York City-Plate XXXI- and Maximilian Godefroi are con-
spicuous.
In general the Gothic tradition ha3 never invaded any
field of American architecture to a great extent except those
of ecclesiastical and educational institutions. Even for
buildings of these types it does not have the exclusive pref-
erence, Gothic forms are hardly a logical expression
Noted") ."The Gothic Revival in New York",Montgomery
Schuyler. Architectural Record, July 1909. Vol.36.
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of modern thought and are too much of an affectation to be
successful, except when directed by the minds of those rare
individuals who possess a thorough understanding of the prin-
ciples of design and construction which must be employed,
(d). The beginnings of eclectioism and the influence of
RusMn.
Midway in the nineteenth century the power of the class-
ic movement began to subside. The social and economic situation
in the country at large was rapidly changing. Populous
communities had sprung up at points which were far removed
from those that had been the centers of culture during the
early republican era. in these various cities were to be found
large numbers of native bom, who were unfamiliar with European
architecture and were too far removed from the best works
that had been accomplished by the early architects in this
country. It has been unfortunately true of most American
communities that they have grown into large cities at a pace
that has been too rapid to permit of discrimination in the
matter of the design of relatively unimportant buildings. The
.
political and economic situations at this period began to be
of a more intense interest to the people than were the aes-
thetic considerations that make for the production of noble
architecture. Foreign commerce, the development of our natural
resources,manufactures and the production of cotton in the
south with unpaid labor were adding to the riches of the nation
The important questions of States Rights,^ariffs and freedom
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for the negroes furnished the leading interests with which
people occupied their time. Coupled with this lack of inter-
est was another factor which had a decidedly ill effect on
the outward appearance of the current architecture. This was
the perfection of various mechanical devices for the manipul-
ation of building materials, which made possible at a minimum
of expense the realisation of the most fantastic ambitions
of the designers.
The pressing need for buildings made necessary the empl-
oyment of great numbers of men as architects who had only
meagre training and little if any native ability. They were
little more than builders wljo dignified themselves with the
title of architect, without possessing that knowledge of the
fitness of things which had characterized the amateur and
carpenter architects of the two preceding centuries.
Beginning about 1840 there had been a rising tendenoy
to disparage the use of classic architecture for domestic
purposes,and the movement had gained sufficient strength to
make itself felt throughout the entire field of architecture.
Gothic, Elizabethan, Swiss and Italian motives were employed
without regard for anything except the personal whims of the
owner or designer. These various motives, all possessing great
merit ,were subjected to local variations until they frequent-
ly became meaningless and ugly.
The movement away from the fine traditions that had been
established reached the peak with the arrival of John Ruskin
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and his followers upon the scene during the sixties. Their
sweeping condemnation of all that was classic or academic
aided materially in bringing about a revulsion of feeling in
favor of medieval traditions. The natural progress of devel-
opment of the art in this country suffered a decided interr-
uption at this point. Neither classicism nor romanticism was
decidedly in vogue. There was the beginnings of an eclecticism
which chose the type of architecture that seemed best suited
to the particular case, with or without respect to necessities
and surroundings. If the influence of Rmskin was far-reaching
in this country it cannot be said that it was helpful in
solving our national architectural problems. It came at a
time when architects were tiring of the restraint imposed by
antique precedent and were seeking some means to secure more
liberty of invention. Even those who were not impressed with
the logic of all of Ruskin's doctrines were inclined at times
to take advantage of certain of his suggestions. The result
of this agitation was the introduction of so called Victorian
Gothic, characterized by an elaboration of detail, polychrome
effects secured by the use of a variety of materials and a
similarity to Italian Gothic as opposed to the Gothic of the
northern countries. (1) Such a movement could only be transient
as it was not concerned in any way with a logical develop-
ment of those motives which had satisfied so thoroughly all
Note(l). In Italian Gothic the influence of the olassic
architecture was never entirely subdued. It was a study of the
enrichment and treatment of surfaces rather than the/fvelop-
ment of vertical structural members. Even the pointed arch wsb
not always considered essential.
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practical and aesthetic requirements.
During this period of unrestrained eclecticism, the out-
look for architecture in America was worse than in any
European ccuntryowing to our lack of trained men and the
dearth in this country of accessible models
4. The Later National Period,
(a). Retrograde movement during the period of the Civil War
and the reconstruction.
During the period of the war there was not much accomp-
lished in the way of building that was significant, except at
the Oapitol. The reconstruction saw a sharp advance in the
volume of construction but with a decided retrograde movement
in the matter of design. The intelligent application of the
knowledge of forms was no longer in favor. Beginning in the
field of domestic architecture this movement spread until
even the public structures of the Federal Government were
affected. The State, War and Navy Building at Washington is
perhaps one of the most conspicuous examples of the type of
building characteristic of the time. Uninteresting composition
and orudeness of detail, resulting from the mechanical systems
of design which were employed, were the most marked features
exhibited. Planning was likewise at fault. Medievalism,
ecleoticism and the improper interpretation of classical
motives strongly mark that period of stagnation in Amerioan
architecture which occurred during the third quarter of the
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nineteenth century and immediately preceded what has proven
to be a renaissance or a reawakening of interest in the •
architecture of our early classical period,
(b). Riohard Morris Hunt,
Henry Hobson Richardson,
Charles Foil en McKim.
It is to be said however, that this country has never
seen any considerable lapse cf time during which some com-
petent and thoughtful men have not been pursuing a rational
course in the development of American architecture. This
oountry has always been represented in world wide movements
by creditable buildings. At such times as seemed least hope-
ful for the outlook in the situation, there has always been in
our midst some genius with talents and force to uphold the
ideals of the art. At this particular point, when our arch-
itectural expressions lacked the dignity and stability to
worthily represent this nation to the eyes cf the world,
Richard Morris Hunt (1) began to lend his efforts towards the
solution of the problems which the situation presented. In
1855 Hunt had returned to New York from Paris where he had
been a student at the Ecole des Beaux Arts. The uniqut dis-
tinction of having been the first American to pursue a
Note(l). "Richard Morris Hunt, Master Architect and Man"
Frank E.Wallis. Architectural Review, Nov. 1917, Vol. S.Page 353-
340.
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PLATE XXXII
BILTMORE, THE VANDERBILT RESIDENCE IN NORTH CAROLINA
From a plate in the picker Library, Published in the
Brochure Series by Bates and Guild.
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course of study at that institution belongs to this man.
Seme idea of the excellence of his architectural talents is
to be gained from a knowledge of the fact that Napoleonlll
availed himself of them, while Hunt was in Franoe, during the
work on the Tuileries. This experience combined with his
training imbued him with an intense admiration for the
architecture of the French Renaissance, then at the height of
its popularity under the Second Empire. Besides this stylist-
ic preference Hunt brought with him the fine academic train-
ing which could be procured at no other place. In the matter
of education as well as general architectural uplift did he
exert a strong influence. The example of his remarkable
success laid on the foundation of an advanced scholastic
training under the Beaux Arts system affected the policies in
this country with regard to the training of designers.
In opposition to the older men who were seeking to est-
ablish the supremacy of Victorian Gothic, Hunt proceded to
exploit every phase of his favoriet style. The effect was not
so much the popularizing of French architecture as it was to
arouse an enthusiam for academic methods in the younger men.
Most notable among his works are the Lenox Library and the
Astor residence at New York and the Vanderbilt residence at
Biltmore,North Carolina. -Plate XXXII-
The next important figure in American architecture, chron
ologically speaking, is one whose picturesque character is
equally interesting with the magnificent monuments from his
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PLATE XXXIII
HENRY HOBSON RICHARDSON
From a reproduction in the possession
N.C.Curtis,
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PLATE XXXIV
TRINITY CHURCH, BOSTON
From "H.H.Rlohardaon and His Works* by II. G.
Van Ronas&laer.
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hand. Henry Eobson Richardson* -Plate XXXIII- of New Orleans
left on American architecture an impression, which although it
could not survive, will not scon be forgotten. (1) His train-
ing was similar if not parallel to that of Hunt, Richardson
was studious and idealistic in his make-up but none the less
powerful in his art. A profound admiration for American inst-
itutions did not affect the firmness of his confidence in
European architectural precedent. His foreign training was
secured in the face of financial and physical difficulties,
but so high was the estimate which he placed on the value of
the rationalistic training of the "Ecole M that nothing was
permitted to interfere. It was some time subsequent to his
return to ioston that the determining circumstance of his
career came about.
In 187S Richardson submitted a design for Trinity Church
in Boston *$late XXXIV- . A restricted site,which was unfavor-
able to a Gcthio nave, by reason of its slight depth,moved him
to adopt a Romanesque scheme. The completion of that edifice
saw Richardson strongly impressed with the apparent adaptabil-
ity of the forms of the Romanesque to the needs of American
problems. In this style there seemed to him to be the germ of
something that could be developed into a style that would be-
come truly national. He was particularly influenced in this
matter by the suitability of the simple forms employed to the
H.H.Richardson lived 1838-1886.
Note(l). "H.H.Richardson and His Works" .M. G.VanRensselaer,
1888.
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usual lack of funds and scarcity of skilled help which
characterized most building operations. With his wonderful
power of picturesque composition and extensive vocabulary of
Romanesque elements he was able to express the ideal charac-
ter of many of the buildings which are peculiar to American
life. The court house, the jail, the library and the railroad
station became types under the manipulation of his master
hand. The influence of his work was to be short lived in
spite of the powerful personality of the man himself. It was
possible for his students to acquire a oertaiii amount of his
mannerism, but anything like a complete mastery of the style
was beyond their attainment.
In 1886, almost coincident with the completion of his
masterpiece, the Allegheny County Buildings at Pittsburgh, Pa.
,
the career of Richardson came to a premature close. His chosen
style came rapidly into disuse and in the hands of imitators
of low ability it became discredited. As for the abler con-
temporary men, they were bending their efforts in other direct-
ions.
In the course of his career, besides the two buildings
already mentioned, Richardson designed among other works the
Harvard law School, port ions of the New York State Capitol,
Marshal Field's warehouse in Chioago and many beautiful houses
and other buildings of more or less importance in variaus
localities. The influence of his works on current design is
not of any conseoiuence,but the inspiration of his high ideals
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and strong nationalism is noteworthy. The work of no one man
has shown a more marked tendency towards the development of
certain characteristic American types of building, although it
is evident that modem architectural problems cannot be suit-
ably solved in the style at which Riohardson proved so adept.
Even though the influence of Richardson had been great
during his lifetime, it had not been strong enough to over-
come certain other decided tendencies in Ameriaan design. As
early as the time of the building of Trinity Ghuroh the Queen
Anne movement had been founded in England. This style found
its origins in the half olasslc domestic architecture of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, so adapted as to meet
practical requirements and interpreted according to the
individuality of the designer. There was in these buildings
a frank expression of the variety of materials and a reminis-
cence of the forms of Dutch oharacter to be found in English
architecture during the reign of William and Anne. From the
beginnings in structures of a less pretentious nature, to which
the founders of this style devoted themselves, it spread to
the realm of more ambitious and near monumental types. The
movement was not accomplished in England without causing a
sympathic contemporary demonstration in this country. In 1876
at Philadelphia, we had the Centennial Exposition which gave
to the people of this country for the first time an excellent
impression of European arts and crafts. This exhibition
proved to be a leading factor in the transmission of the
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PLATE XXXV
CHARLES FOLLEN McKIM
Architects and Builder's Magazine,
Vol.43, page 43.
t
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revival of interest in old traditions. There immediately
followed in many quarters a period of imitation and in sev-
eral very noticeable instances an indication of the inspir-
ation to attempt some original creations along lines suggest-
ed by the native architecture of previous times.
McKim,Mead and White, in 1881, built the Oasino at Newpcrrt
in the manner of the colonial. This was the first indication
of their interest in a revival of colonial architecture. They
with many others had been largely influenced by the French
Renaissance and the Romanesque but now turned their attention
to the study of the works of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries in this country, which correspond to the ante-types
of the Queen Anne style in England. Thus was begun in the
early eighties a direct revival of interest in our own arch-
itecture of that remarkable period of classic inspiration.
First in importance in this movement stands the work of
Charles Follen McKim (1847-1909) , (l)-Plate XXXV- as exemplif-
ied in that of the partnership which he dominated. Of McKim
it has been said that since Sir Christopher Wren, no greater
architect has lived,and certainly the direct influence of
his great mind and the magnitude of his accomplishments are
not to be comprehended at a glance. Since the time of Thomas
Jefferson no one has succeeded in doing more towards the
Note(l) . "McKim,Mead and White" , Architectural Record,
Sept. 1908. Vol. 30. "Personal Reminesceces of C. F. McKim" , Arch-
itectural Record, Decl910. Vol.39.. "Charles Follen McKim",
Alfred Hoyt Granger. 1913.
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PLATE XXXVI
THE BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
Monograph of the Works of McKim,Mead and white.
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establishment of a style of architecture having a tendency
to become nationalistic. McKim's attitude towards classical
architecture is indicated in concrete form by the American
Academy at Rome. He was largely responsible for the found-
ation and support of this institution which is destined to
play an important part in our system of architectural educ-
ation, (1)
(o) f The Renaissance.
To return to the development subsequent to the interest
in the Queen Anne style in America we come to a period which
can well be styled the Renaissance. (3) The adaptation of
Georgian and classical forms paved the way for the introduc-
tion of those of the Italian Renaissance. Holden Wells, an
associate with McKim,Mead and White had employed in the Till
ard house in New York (1885) the window motive of the Cancell-
eria at Rome, and there was some indication of fragmentary
employment of Italian details. It remained for McKim to dec-
isively stamp the movement with his Boston Public Library-
(1888-95)-Plate XXXVI- . The parti of the exterior is derived
from the Biblioteque Sainte Genevieve at Paris although the
Note(l). "The American Academy at Rome", Plans and view*.
Quarterly Bulletin, American Institute of Architects. Jan. 1913
pp. 363-366 ,16 Plates,
"The American Academy at Rome" . Arch, Record. Vol. 39. pp. 180-83.
Note (3)." Twenty Five Years of Amerioan Architecture 11 , A. D.
F.Hamlin. Architectural Record, Deo, 1910. Vol.40. "Modem Arch-
itecture" , Thomas Hastings, Lecture delivered at the Art Inst-
itute of Chicago. Six Lectures on Architecture, University of
Chicago Press 1915. "American Renaissance", Joy Wheeler Dow
1904.
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treatment ia of the more robust nature of Albert! ! s St.
Francis at Rimini. (l) As for the interior it was a new dep-
arture in American architecture. Following sympathetically
some classic model for each structural part, a characteristic
treatment Was sought for each material. Contemporary with
this masterpiece came the Colony Clubhand Madison Square
Garden* by Stanford White and Holden Wells. These were the
exemplifications of the richness to which the forms of the
Renaissance are susceptible. With these tfiumphs the suprem-
acy of the Romanesque and the Queen Anne styles passed and
the acceptance of the Renaissance forms became more near uni-
versal than had any since the days of the Greek Revival. A14
though the favoritism of this style waspredcminant, others en-
joyed considerable popularity. French classic was kept alive
by new arrivals from the Eoole des Beaux Arts and the influ-
ence of the Georgian houses of the eighteenth century was
noticeable in domestic work, many architects found an outlet
by pursuing an eclectic course and at time3 it became difficult
to determine the exact course of the leading tendencies.
A strong reinforcement in favor of the Italian style
came through the work of Charles A. Piatt. (3) In his practice
Mr. Piatt has resorted to no other although it has included in
Note(l) ."The Wonder of Rimini" , Claude Bragdon. Archit-
ectural Record, Nov. 1905. Vol, 18. L
Note(3)."The Works of Charles A Piatt" , Monograph. 1910.
* Monograph of the Works of MoKim,Mead and White. 1915.
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PLATE XXXVII
PERISTYLE AT THE WORLDS COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION
TYPICAL OF THE CLASSICAL ARCHITECTURE EMPLOYED
From a plate in the Ricker Library.
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its scope various types of architectural features. Suburban
estates have always been his forte, but an office building
such as the Leader News Building at Cleveland(l) shows clear-
ly the adaptability of this style to various circumstances.
A deoided impetus was given to the Renaissance movement
in this country by the architectural works at the World 1 s
Columbian Exposition at Chicago in 1893.(3) The original
consulting architect was John W.Root a man of exceptional tal-
ents and vision. His original conception of the principal
buildings was in a rather free interpretation of the Roman-
esque with a decided recognition of the structural methods
employed. This would have been the accepted scheme had it not
been for the untimely death of Root,previous to the crystall-
ization of definite plans. This circumstance left the projeot
in the hands of a group of eastern designers headed by R.M.
Hunt, who had become a decided classicist in his later years.
It was the hope of these men to give a oonorete exposition
of the value of classical and academic formulae for the en-
lightenment of the visitors. In the resulting group which
included buildings of purely olassical types -Plate XXXVII-
as well as those having Italian and Spanish feeling, the aodem-
ic structures produced an effect which far surpassed the
Note(2). "Lessens of the Chicago World's Fair". An inter-
view with the late D.H.Burnham. Architectural .rRecord, Jan.
1913. Vol. 33.
Note(l) . "The Leader News Building, Cleveland, Ohio ".Arch-
itectural Record, June, 1913. Vol. 33.
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expectations of the designers. As a result, a second revival
ensued which turned the trend of the public architecture of
the country into the field of classicism.
It is this point in our development at which we stand
at the present time. Powerful figures, besides those whom we
have just mentioned, are conspicuous in the field interpreting
the olassic forms of architecture in their various manners. In
the eastern part of the oountry the names of Cass Gilbert,
John M.Carrers* and Thomas Hastings are particularly promin-
ent among those of the men who were early in the movement. In
the middle west the late Daniel H.Burnham was for many years
the leading figure. The field of the profession has beoome so
extensive as to preclude £he ..possibility of a comprehensive
list of the men who have attained prominence in it. The works
of these leaders oan, however, be taken as an indication of the
tendencies of the designers who are working at present. Mr.
Gilbert's Capitol Building at St.Paul,Minnesota(l) is one of
the finest pieces of modern academic design that has been
accomplished. His solution of the Woolworth Building in a
pseudo Gothic is hardly to be construed as a tendency to rev-
ert to this type since he shows, in such buildings as the oap-
itol just mentioned, the Public Library at St. Louis, the Cleve-
land Museum of Art etc., a consistent following of olassio
traditions, Carrere and Hastings, working jointly, have created
Note(l)."The Minnesota State Capitol" ,Xenyon Cox. Arch-
itectural Record, Aug. 1905. Vol. 18.
* Deceased
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many fine specimens of public and private buildings along
similar lines. The Public Library in New York and other con-
spicuous works mark them as being favorable to the application
of classic forms to modern requirements.
The activities of D.H.Burnham were varied and extensive.
He was the father of the tall office building or sky-scraper
and his work has been largely characterized by a number of
such structures. In most cases they were designed along lines
which could be carried out with the logical introduction of
Greek or Roman details. The monument which will serve as a
constant reminder of this man, who was a combination of bus-
iness man and visionary, is the Union Station at Washington, D. C.
It is inspired by the Roman bath and serves as a monumental
gateway to the city.
In the far west we have no men whom we would be justi-
fied in placing in the same category with those just enumer-
ated, although there are some who have attained prominence,
principally as designers of domestic architecture.
No group of men have reached the heights attained by
McKim,Mead and White from the standpoint of volume of work
done or consistently high standard of excellence maintained.
They are universally recognized as having benn the leading
exponents of classical architecture as applied to every con-
ceivable type of building. One of the most magnificent of all
modern buildings , the Pennsylvania Terminal in New York City
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PLATE XXXVIII
GOLDEN DOORWAY, TRANSPORTATION BUILDING, WORLDS COLUMBIAN
EXPOSITION
LOUIS SULLIVAN ARCHITECT
From a plate in t he Ricker Library.
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was designed by them.
(d). Louis Sullivan and the Western School of Arohitects.
The introduction of modern structural methods has served
to stimulate an interest in the appropriate expressions for
new types. In traditional materials, the forms of certain de-
tails as well as various conventional types have always re-
tained a classical imprint. But apart from the classical
school is tha movement in the direction of modernism, which
again divides itself into two branches, one in favor of
funotionalism and the other Art Nouveau. The former take their
departure from the dootrines of Semper and Wagner(l). This
movement was brilliantly represented in America, when it first
rose,by Louis Sullivan(S) who founded the school of architect-
ure which bid fair to become oharacteristio of the middle
west. In this style only the traditions of base and cornice
are retained and proportion and the expression of structure
are depended upon for effect. -Plate XXXVIII- In the taller
buildings, the vertical structural members are emphasized and
horizontal divisions of composition are avoided or suppress-
ed. At present this school finds its ablest desoiple in the
person of Frank Lloyde Wright. (3) Art nouveau is a baroque
Note(l). Semper laid down this principle, "The solution of
modern problems must be freely developed from the premises
given by modernity"; but never pushed it to any ultimate con-
clusions. Wagner 1 * belief was expressed in the following terms,
"Modern art must yield us modern ideas, forms created by us,
which represent our abilities, our acts, and our preferences.
Note(2)."An Architecture of Democracy" , A.N. Rebori. Arch-
itectural Record, Deo. 1910.. Vol. 39,
Note(3) . "Auegefuhrts Bauten und entwurf§»» , Berlin. 191o
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style without the elements of classicism. It has never
found a field in the Unite* States and needs only to be
mentioned.
(e). Modem Gothic Phase.
The favoritism for and the appropriateness of Gothi*
forms as applied to oertain types of building has been ev-
ident in Amerioa since the time of the Gothic revival. The
traditional employment of these in the parish churohes of
England has added to its strength in the ecclesiastical field.
At the present time, in the persons of Ralph Adams Cram an*
Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue, long associated, is to be found the
leading souroe of the strength of modern American Gothic.
Cram adheres more closely to the English forms and pre-
fers a oloser resemblanoe to archaeological precedent than
does Goodhue. In the Church of All Saint3 at Ashraont,Mass.
these men aohieved their first success. This edifice possess-
es all the freer tendencies that the work of Goodhue has
never lacked. There is some disposition on the part of Cath-
olic and protestant churches to return to styles which are
more olosely associated with .the significant historical
points in their past, with the result that even in this strong-
hold the position of Gothic is weakening. In the matter of
eduoational institutions there can be noted a similar tend-
ency. With the passing of these two men it is problematical
as to whether or not the style will find a sufficiently strong
champion to retain it3 position.
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III. SUMMARY.
1« Tendencies In American Architecture.
The ultimate destiny of the architecture of a nation is not
indicated by the characteristics of the works of certain
individuals who appear from time to time, nor by the outlook
at any particular period. It is rather by means of a review
of suoh tendencies as have been consistently exhibited in
the architectural field with reference to those which are
current, that we are able to forecast with any aoouraoy as to
what might be expected in the future. Architecture is not a
spontaneous art and its progress is the result of the devel-
opment of historic traditions, borrowed from our predecessors
and adapted to modern conditions of aesthetic and material
natures. No successful school of architecture has ever been
deliberately devised in a short space of time, Greece learn-
ed from peoples mors antique than she and Rome learned from
Greece. Byzantine architecture was a development of that of
the great empire and so on down to the present time. It
would therefore seem that a rational development of this art
in America would be Indicated by an inclination on our part
to construct the national architecture on the fundamentals
of some recognized style which we may be justified in select-
ing by virtue of our position in the history of civilization
and the demands of modern life.
Before drawing any conclusions we should consider the
tendencies which have been most marked during the various
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periods in our comparatively short history. The earliest
attempts at architecture were made by men who had been nat-
ives of various Eurpean countries. It was only possible for
them to transplant in the new lands the architecture of their
former homes. The designer in the capacity of an architect
was unknown. The effect of strange climatic con4itions,abund"«
anoe of materials which were scarce abroad and the necessity
of the improvisition of methods of working, was the introduc-
tion of a mild individuality in the matter of the outward
appearance of the finished buildings. There was, however no
reaction against current architectural modes, although there
was an ingenious adaptation of old forms to new conditions.
With the introduction of the Georgian mode in England
came a corresponding reoasting of architectural thought in
America. Nothing could have been more logical though, than
a reflection of the style of a mother country in the buildings
of a large and prosperous colony. At this time colonial in-
stitutions were a sorupulous copy of those extant in Eng-
land. The manner of living, the social scale and all that aff-
ects the development of architecture were so decidedly British
that we could hardly expect to find much deviation in the arch-
itectural design. We did possess in the future republic a
body of able designers, amateur though they were, who have left
to us a valuable heritage in the form of a large number of
well designed and solidly constructed buildings. The near
classic tendencies of this period were forerunners of the
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remarkable movement in the form of the return to pure class-
ical models, which was so soon to take a firm hold on the art
of this nation. With the birth of the republic came the re-
action. An analysis of the situation led the foremost design-
ers to undertake the establishment of an academic school of
architecture based on the fundamental motives of the antique
Roman period. This movement proved to be as appropriate as it
wa3 radical and sustained a reinforcement, even before it was
firmly established,by the introduction of a revival of inter-
est in Greek motives of antiquity.
Coincident with the Classic Revival came the introduction
of Gothic for eoolesiastio purposes. This style has never made
its influence felt outside of a limited field. It has never
the less occupied a conspicuous place, but does not seem des-
tined to beoorae a general type which will be followed to any
extent*
Amerioan architectural ideals went down with those of
Europe during the period of pronounced eclecticism which occ-
urred about the middle of the nineteenth century. In the stats
of public mind was to be found the cause of this violent re-
action. They were chafed by the restraint imposed by class-
ical architecture and felt moved to search in other fields
for an outlet for inventiveness. The results achieved at first
wre not meritorious and wBre far from a logical development a
along lines which were diotated by requirements in this count-
ry.
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During all of this time American civilization was und-
ergoing a remarkable growth. Contact with Europe was more
or less restricted among the larger number of people. The
peculiar characteristics of the natives were being molded in
isolation from the influences of established Europe. With the
prosperity that followed the Rebellion, a pronounced eclect-
icism persisted. The expression of the period began to take
the form of a preference for Victorian GotMc, which was then
popular in Europe. This style never became established by
reason of its inapproprlateness as well as the opposition it
encountered from the advocates of classicism.
If we are to estimate the tendencies in the architecture
of a nation according to the standarda set by the designs of
the buildings of a public nature, it would seem that this
country leans towards a style of architecture which is based
on antique Roman or Greek types or some derivation of them.
Our leading designers prefer to express themselves most freq-
uently in the classic or Italian Renaissance as opposed to the
medieval styles.
Certain types of American building, such as the railroad
station, the state oapitol,the local library, the Y.M.C.A. and
the high office building have all found their ideal solution
in classic architecture. Except for the railroad station these
buildings are expressions of certain phases of American civ-
ilization which have no parallels. abroad. It would seem then
that the successful ,solution of our distinctly looal problems
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through the medium a style derived from the architecture of
Italy, of the antique and Renaissance period, 3hould serve as
an indication of the appropriateness of these forms to the
artistic requirements of our civilization. It is indisputable
that our noblest architecture has been accomplished during
the two periods of classicism, one of whish followed the found-
ing of the republic and the other current. Greek architecture
has always .^been adaptable to certain needs, but not to those
of many utilitarian buildings. In spite of this marked strain
of preference, it is evident that there is and will continue
to be an eclectic tendency in our architecture. The weight of
the evidence is rather in favor of increasing popularity for
classical architecture and a greater realization by the peop-
le at large ,of the importance of a knowledge of these fund-
amentals as a starting point from which to develop our
national school of architecture.
In the struggle between the forces representing the var-
ious tendencies it still remains to be determined whether or
not the wide acceptance of neo classicism will enable it to
survive. The marked stregth of the forces of factionalism
may eventually oause a downfall similar to that experienced
by the earlier classical revival and compel a more extensive
adoption of modernist ideals. It would seem that eventually
we might find the modernists fused with the classicists and
some new type evolved; but not until the former have become
able to increase their influence and extend the range of fheiv
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PLATE XXXIX
MUNICIPAL BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY
From illustration in the Arch. Record
Vol.30, Sept., 1906.
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PLATE XL
WOOLWORTH BUILDING
From illustration "Tower* of Manhattan"
Montgomery Schuy 1 er , Aroh tRecordvVol . 33
,
tfeb. ,1913.
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acceptance.
This is the only country which possesses a so called
commercial architecture. The countries abroad have found it
feasible to adapt to commercial purposes the architectural
forms which were primarily intended for other used. This type
in America has found an expression in the form of office
buildings and enormous mercantile establishments. In the sol-
ution of this new problem, architects have resorted to a var-
iety of styles, classical, 0othic, functional and Romanesque.
The mo3t satisfying specimens have been executed in the two
first modes. The recent Municipal Building in New York City-
Plate XXXIX- and the Woolworth Building-Plate XL- exemplify
the types. Important factors in the development of this
branch of architectural endeavor have been the improvement in
skeleton construction and the perfection of systems of high
speed electrical elevators. Either of these innovations
would be of small significance without the other , although the
former made the latter a necessity. Our present methods of
artificial lighting, heating and ventilating have tended to
make the more compact plan in monumental architecture replace
the one in which much attention was given to the question of
outside exposures.
Another significant point in reference to the tendencies
in American architecture is the attitude of our leading ed-
ucational institutions at which the subject is taught. Almost
without exception these schools are based on the plan of the
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Ecole des Beaux Arts at Paris. An important feature of the
courses in these schools is the careful study of the historic
development of the worlds architecture with close attention
to the elements of that of classic times. Modern architects
are depending,more as time goes on,upon men trained in our
colleges and abroad to act as designers in their organizations.
The inevitable result will be, the operation in the profession
of % large body of men having an academic training and a pref-
erence for classic models. It would seem that these men would
be more apt to lean towards a modernism, reminiscent of the
classics than they would be to revert to medievalism or un-
dertake the development of a functional ism in future design.
The extensive establishment of foreign scholarships and par-
ticularly those at the American Academy at Rome are indicat-
ive of the educational tendencies in this country.
The Beaux Arts Institute of Design, which was established
and is supported by the foremost architects of the nation is
indicative of the sentiments of a large body of men. It is an
institution whioh has for its purpose the dissemination of
the knowledge architecture and the allied arts. It was con-
ceived by a group of men who were educated at the Ecole and
has done much to spread the doctrines of that institution. On
the whole it may be 3aid that our architectural schools show
a certain deference towards eclecticism and at the same time
stress the importance of the study of the classics.

—
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3. The Identity of the American Architect.
With the record of their achievements as a background,
the architects of America, including the amateur of the early-
days as well as the highly developed j professional men with
whom we are now so familiar, stand out as a significant body
of men. They have been strongly influenced at times by for-
eign agencies but never have the local characteristics of their
work been completely obscured. The experimental nature of
our commonwealth no doubt had some influence on the character-
istics developed by the natives. The democratic nature of the
government and the freedom to pursue a great variety of enter-
prises tended to develop an initiative and originality of a
variety long since unknown in Europe. The principles and id-
eals upon which the nation was founded were so opposed to those
of our -eastern neighbors that the very fabric of our social
and political life differed from theirs. Buildings of a pub-
lic or governmental nature necessarily contained new elements
or a revision of the -old, the new order of things demanded a
new mode of expression. Here was the opportunity for the arch-
itect of America to establish* himself
.
In the colonial days we find the amateur expressing in
the strange materials of his new home a recollection of the
forms of the architecture of the mother cojmtry, but not
without first taking cognizance of the new surroundings and
climatic conditions. The simple dignity and in some cases the
picturesque qualities of those early examples of domestic
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architecture are serving a valuable purpose to day in the
nature of an object lesson in modesty and refinement as app-
lied to less luxurious homes. Thus we have, established with-
in the limits of our own country at an early date, a real
souroe of inspiration in a style which was not wholly an im-
portation.
Following these early indications of a tendency towards
colloquialism we come to the Georgian Period. During this time
our designers were perhaps more influenced by a contemporary
movement abroad than they have been at any other period. A
comparison of buildings of this period in America with those
of England will show that American individuality was main-
tained. With the domination of British customs and manners in
the colonies it is small wonder that the style of architecture
so popular in England should be mirrored in the work here.
The real birth of American architecture as an institution
separate and distinct from that of England, with the identity
of the American architect firmly established, came during the
early years of our life as an independent nation. We have
already noted the departure by Thomas Jefferson. His search
for a mode of egression, with sufficient dignity and of
suitable nature, to solve the problems involved in housing
the new government led toa result which has indirectly
affected the architectural outlook of the present time.
With no immediate precedent established he and his^ followers
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sought inspiration in the monuments of antiquity. Since that
time there has always been in this country a profusion of
thoughtful and capahle men striving to determine the proper
expression -of architecture to represent the American point of
view. In no country has the development been freer of ex-
ternal influences nor pursued a more independent course of
development. It is curious to note that in the colonies
of Great Britain which have not gained their independence the
architecture still retains a very provincial character and
has not as in the case of the United States asserted itself
in an independent manner
.
3. The National Style.
The question of the existence of a style of architec-
ture that is essentially American is of a debatable nature.
Various opinions are to be heard regarding this interesting
point, but a careful analysis of the situation can lead to
but one conclusion. In the first place the meaning of the
term style is broader than is perhaps realized. Style knows
no nationality. It is rather the expression of an age, sub-
ject only to the influence of racial temperment and climatic
necessities. It is not created nor is it the result of a
search for a novelty. With the development of civilization
oomea a relevant development in architecture; coincident witt
radical changes in the spirit and methods of life come cor-
responding changes in architectural styles. We have
observed the spectacle of sweeping changes in architecture
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following such colossal events as the advent of Christian-
ity, the reformation and the renaiseanoe in learning. At
such points as these the civilized portion of the human race
was affected by powerful agencies. The question then arises
as to whether or not there is any fundamental difference
between American civilization and that of those nations of
Europe to which we must necessarily have looked for inspir-
ation in the beginning. If we can distinguish no such diff-
erence it would be futile to attempt to isolate our national
style of architecture as the agency to produce it would be
lacking. But on the other hand we might well expect to note
a development along a truly independent ohannel,if we can
prove the existenoe of a distinct civilization.
To the best of observation it would appear that we of
today are of that period of social development whioh arose
with the revival of learning about the beginning of the four-
teenth century. The population of the country are simply off-
shoots from the various nationalities to be found in Europe.
We are not indigenous to this hemisphere and the native
characteristics of our ancestors are still visible in most
of us. We have, no doubt, passed through at least one period
of remolding at the time of the laying down of the new prin-
ciples and ideas of our government. It cannot be said, how-
ever, that our civilization was affected to the extent that
a new type of religion or philosophy was founded. Without such
a change, no style of art based on new fundamentals could
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possibly be created.
The event that transpired with the change in government
was the conception of a new mode of expression suitable to
our democratic institutions and based on the fundamental
architecture of Greeoe and Rome. In the commonly accepted
use of the word we oan be said to have produced a style of
architecture to the same degree that England or France did
in their Renaissanoe movements. The forms of certain historic
styles have been sufficient to meet our. needs,but it is only
to be expected that we should employ them in such a manner
as would be dictated by the climate and the temperment of
the people.
Finis.
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